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Lifestyle and wellness à la Tschuggen
With the Tschuggen Bergoase designed by the Swiss star architect Mario Botta which
opened December 2006, the Tschuggen Grand Hotel has not only created an
unmistakeable visual landmark for both the hotel and the destination, but also
redefined the much-used term “Wellness”. With the greatest possible well-being of its
guests in mind, visions have been turned into reality in this unique building –
especially in terms of architecture and interior design, but also with the futuristic
Tschuggen Express, the in-house mountain railway. And in gastronomic terms, too,
the Tschuggen Grand Hotel situated in Arosa at an altitude of 1800 metres, is setting
new standards.

The nine opulent, yet filigree glass sails of the Tschuggen Bergoase, a structure laid out in
the form of a terrace and inset into the rock, direct daylight into the centre of the well-being
oasis. At night they create an impressive spectacle of lights amongst the trees. With four
levels and an area of 5000 square metres, the guest can experience a new dimension of
warmth, rock, light and water. The natural materials are conducive to peaceful relaxation. A
harmonious, low-key design runs throughout from the sauna landscapes to the various pools
and the exclusive spa suites. A large fitness area with the very latest machines completes
the facilities of the Tschuggen Bergoase.
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The Tschuggen Grand Hotel’s 128 totally renovated rooms and suites bear the hallmark of
the renowned Swiss interior designer Carlo Rampazzi. They convey a combination of
extravagance and harmonious idyll. Patchwork bed heads in youthful and humorous or
discreet designs have developed into a trademark of the hotel. The pillows and bedspreads
are perfectly coordinated with the rest of the design. Fine Venetian stucco on walls and
ceilings, carefully selected characteristic furniture, imaginative accessories and large,
luxurious bathrooms create a modern experience of well-being with an incomparable view of
the Arosa mountain scenery.

Gastronomic diversity is provided by the five in-house restaurants which have committed
themselves to down-to-earth cuisine – whether for a gala dinner or a casual evening. Great
importance is attached to fresh produce, herbs and mouth-watering flavours, prepared in
unusual and individual styles and with a new unpretentiousness. The gourmet restaurant
La Vetta is awarded with one Michelin Star since 2012.

In response to the enormous success, the Tschuggen Grand Hotel opens for ten months
from June until April since 2008. The mild and agreeable mountain summer and picturesque
autumn in the Alps make it a perfect location for hiking, mountain-biking, Nordic walking or
golf on one of the highest and most challenging 18-hole golf-courses in Europe at an altitude
of 2000 metres.

More information: tschuggen.ch/en
Hi-resolution pictures: tschuggenhotelgroup.ch/en/presse
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